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ABSTRACT 
 
We have successfully developed a fully-sheathed, flexible shaft-based, mechanical scanning photoacoustic endoscopy 
(PAE) system for imaging the human gastrointestinal tract via the instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope. The 
endoscopic system uses a single element ultrasonic transducer and flexible shaft-based proximal actuation mechanism, 
and it has a 2.5 m long and 3.2 mm diameter catheter section, which can be accommodated in the 3.7 mm diameter 
instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope. Here, we demonstrate the intra-instrument channel workability and in 
vivo imaging capability of the PAE system.  
Keywords: Photoacoustic endoscopy, flexible shaft, catheter-based photoacoustic endoscope, instrument channel, 
gastrointestinal endoscopy, rabbit esophagus, in vivo imaging. 

  
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Barrett’s esophagus [1–3] is the most representative esophageal disease caused by gastro-esophageal reflux, and it is 
regarded as a precursor of esophageal cancer, such as adenocarcinoma. To detect the symptoms of abnormal change in 
Barrett’s esophagus, there have been many efforts to develop novel endoscopic techniques, but no effective in situ 
diagnostic method has been developed so far. However, in recent years, several papers have suggested that the 
microvasculature pattern in Barrett’s esophagus can be important diagnostic information for the early detection of 
esophageal cancer [4–8]. At present, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) [9–11] is the only clinically-available tomographic 
endoscopic tool used to diagnose many diseases in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, including esophageal diseases. 
However, due to the limited contrast mechanism, it cannot provide microvasculature details of the esophagus. Thus, to 
image microvasculature, several new endoscopic imaging techniques, such as narrow band imaging [4–6], confocal 
endoscopy [8], and endoscopic optical coherence tomography (OCT) [12, 13], have been intensively developed in 
recent years. However, again due to the contrast mechanism, their vasculature imaging capability is not as high as that 
of photoacoustic endoscopy (PAE) [14, 15], which can provide high-resolution vasculature images and functional 
information without using any contrast agent, as can photoacoustic (PA) tomography [16–50]. 
 
So far, for gastrointestinal (GI) tract imaging, we developed multiple PAE systems [44–50] and demonstrated their in 
vivo imaging capability through animal experiments. However, we recognized that, although the developed imaging 
probes could be utilized for some clinical applications, such as lower GI tract [47] or urogenital system imaging [49], 
they cannot be utilized for human esophagus imaging. To image the human esophagus, it is essential to use a video 
endoscope for image guidance to approach the target safely. However, the previously developed endoscopic probes [45, 
47] cannot easily pass through the instrument channels of clinical video endoscopes, which typically are 2.8 mm or 3.7 
mm in diameter, because their rigid distal section lengths are too long. Thus, in this study, to image the human upper GI 
tract via the instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope, we developed a new endoscopic system, called a 
catheter-based photoacoustic endoscope [50]. The system features a single element ultrasonic (US) transducer and a 
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flexible shaft-based proximal actuation mechanism which is commonly utilized in many clinical EUS miniprobes [51], 
and uses a rotary junction-based light coupling and delivery method that is typically employed in many endoscopic 
OCT probes [12, 13, 52–55]. For the prototype imaging system, most important achievement is that all the mechanical, 
optical, and acoustical components are fully encapsulated in a 3.2 mm diameter and ~2.5 m long plastic sheath, which 
enables its free insertion into the instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope. In this paper, we introduce the 
catheter-based PAE system, discuss related technical issues in imaging the human esophagus, and consider future 
system improvement directions. 
 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Catheter-based photoacoustic endoscope 
In Figure 1(a), we schematically present the structure and operating principles of the endoscopic system. And, as shown 
in the prototype system photo [Fig. 1(b)], we achieved a 3.2 mm probe diameter with a ~16 mm long rigid distal 
section, so it can easily fit the 3.7 mm diameter instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope. To reduce the rigid 
distal section length and improve the overall flexibility, we utilized a flexible shaft (TC+2113-70-2600-01, Asahi 
Intecc) to transmit mechanical torque from the step motor installed in the proximal actuation unit to the scanning mirror 
installed in the rigid distal section. Also, we delivered the laser beam through two identical multimode optical fibers 
(0.22 NA, 365 µm core dia., BFL22-365, Thorlabs), which are coupled at a rotary junction. During mechanical 
scanning, the optical fiber installed in the flexible shaft rotates, but the other optical fiber remains static. So, while the 
flexible shaft and scanning mirror rotate, we send out laser pulses guided from a light source to the target tissue and 
detect generated PA signals using the US transducer (40 MHz, 1.7 mm aperture, f = 5 mm, NA = 0.17, LiNbO3) 
installed at the tip of the probe. We press-focused the transducer to achieve the focusing capability. Press-focusing [56] 
is superior to the previous lens-based focusing [44], which affixed a plastic acoustic lens to the surface of a flat 
transducer, and thus press-focusing yields higher sensitivity without the acoustic attenuation caused by the plastic lens. 
 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the catheter-based PAE system. (b) Photo of the prototype catheter-based PAE system. 
(c) Schematic showing the configuration of optical and acoustic components at the rigid distal section. 
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In this system, to illuminate the target tissue as perpendicularly as possible with the given probe configuration, we 
designed the optical and acoustical unit at the distal section as shown in Figure 1(c). Since we utilized a multimode 
optical fiber with a large core diameter (365 µm) and a high optical numerical aperture (0.22), the laser beams exiting 
the optical fiber were also correspondingly large. Thus, to deliver the entire large diameter laser beam, we polished the 
fiber tip to a ~30° angle as with the method reported by Karpiouk et al. [36] and placed a tiny dielectric mirror (altered 
from #45-596, Edmund) as shown in the diagram. Once the laser beam exits the fiber tip, it is sent to the dielectric 
mirror, reflected, and finally delivered to the target tissue after passing through the sapphire window (altered from #43-
627, Edmund) and an optically clear polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic membrane (~3 mm inner diameter, ~25 
µm wall thickness, 103-0380, Advanced Polymers). Here, we chose sapphire as the window material because it can 
effectively reflects incoming acoustic waves. 
 
With the presented optical design, we could achieve an optical illumination angle of 66°, which creates a directional 
mismatch between the optical illumination and acoustic detection. To show that we can deliver adequate laser energy to 
the imaging plane of the transducer despite the mismatch, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation [57] using the beam 
profile information at the output and the typical optical property values of human mucosa [58]. The simulation showed 
that, although the energy is lower than that in the major beam location by one order of magnitude, adequate laser energy 
can be delivered to the imaging plane of the transducer. 
 
As the light source of the endoscopic system, we utilized a Q-switched diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 laser (INNOSLAB 
IS811-E, EdgeWave) which provides a 532-nm laser wavelength with an ~10 ns pulse duration. We set the laser energy 
to ~0.25 mJ, which yielded an optical fluence of lower than 3 mJ/cm2 (i.e., 15% of the ANSI safety limit for allowable 
skin laser fluence [59]). Once a laser pulse is delivered to target tissue, it induces PA waves which then can be detected 
by the US transducer and recorded by a data acquisition (DAQ) card (NI PCI-5124, National Instruments) after being 
amplified by an US pulser-receiver (5072PR, Panametrics). To trigger the laser and DAQ card as well as the step 
motor’s driver circuits, we employed a function generator (SFG-2110, GWInstek) that provides TTL signals with a 
continuously variable frequency. In performing endoscopic imaging, we used 400 A-lines for one full B-scan, which 
yields an angular step size of 0.9°, considering the theoretical transverse resolution of the endoscope. 
 
In implementing the probe based on the configuration presented in Figure 1(a), there were two challenging issues. The 
first one was to provide an appropriate route for the signal wire (0.44 mm dia., 50 Ω, 40232-1-600-S-00000, Hitachi 
Cable Manchester) of the transducer. Since the optical fiber and flexible shaft occupy most of the inner space of the 
plastic catheter (PTFE, wall thickness: 0.80 mm) and the transducer is located at the tip of the endoscope, we shaved 
one side of the plastic catheter and the stainless steel housing, carefully aligned the signal wire, and finally fixed it in 
place using two very-thin medical-grade PET heat shrink tubes (#103-0147 for the 2.5 m long flexible body section and 
#103-0380 for the 16 mm long rigid distal section, Advanced Polymers). By eliminating crevices, the heat shrink tubes 
make it easier to sterilize the probe surface, and they can be easily replaced whenever necessary. In summary, we 
deliver laser pulses through a rotating optical fiber coaxially placed inside the flexible shaft, and transmit electric 
signals from an US transducer through a static signal wire that is affixed on the outer surface of a plastic sheath.  
 
The second challenge was to provide acoustic matching within the inner cavity of the mechanically scanning 
endoscopic probe. We chose deionized water because it exhibits high optical transparency and low acoustic attenuation. 
However, it gradually corrodes metallic components. Thus, we designed the endoscope so that we could inject water 
before each experiment and drain it out afterwards. To inject water, we immerse the tip of the probe in a water tank and 
connect the other end to a vacuum system which sucks water through the injection port at the distal tip of the probe. 
After the probe is filled, we close the injection port, using a sealing screw with an O-ring. If, on visual inspection under 
a ~20× microscope, bubbles are seen inside the cavity, the same procedure is repeated until no bubbles appear.  
 
More detailed information regarding the acoustic matching is described in our recent report [50]. However, we 
recognized that water injection without bubbles requires a very long time. Thus, in our more recent work, we built three 
alternative endoscopic probes as shown in Figure 2(a). The only difference between the three new probes [Fig. 2(a)] and 
the prototype probe [Fig. 1(b)] is that their working distances (from the endoscopes’ plastic membrane surfaces) were 
reduced from 2 mm to 1 mm to increase their transverse resolutions. In performing the proposed human esophagus 
imaging experiment, our plan is to prepare all the three endoscopic probes prior to imaging and chose the probe with the 
fewest bubbles, which then could be connected to the proximal actuation unit as shown in Figure 2(b). 
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Figure 2. Photos of (a) the three alternative probes and (b) connecting a probe to the proximal actuation unit of the 
catheter-based PAE system. 

 
 

3. SYSTEM VALIDATIONS 

3.1. Quantification of basic system performances 
With the employed laser system, it was theoretically possible to achieve 5 kHz A-line acquisition rate, which would 
correspond to a 12 Hz B-scan rate. However, the actual B-scan speed of the prototype system was limited to only 5 Hz 
(i.e., an A-line acquisition rate of 2 kHz) due to the limited capacity of the step motor and the high mechanical friction 
generated between the 2.5 m long flexible shaft and the plastic catheter. 
 
After a basic mechanical test, we imaged a 20-µm thick tungsten wire fixed at the focal distance of the endoscope to 
quantify the spatial resolution (underwater imaging). From the tungsten wire, we acquired 200 B-scan images to 
determine the resolutions more accurately by averaging multiple B-scan images pixel by pixel. The radial resolution and 
transverse resolution were ~154 µm and ~160 µm, respectively. The radial resolution was worse than the theoretical 
value because there was an electrical impedance mismatch between the transducer and the amplifier. However, the 
transverse resolution was close to the theoretical value. From this experiment, we also quantified the rotational stability 
(mechanical jitter) of the scanning mirror. By analyzing the lateral fluctuation of the tungsten wire in the acquired 200 
B-scan images, we could determine that the scanning mirror exhibited a root mean square (rms) fluctuation of ~2.2 
degrees in angle, which became greater when the catheter was bent. 

3.2. Demonstration of the intra-instrument channel workability 
To show the endoscope’s intra-instrument channel workability, we utilized a clinical video endoscope (13911 NKS, 
Karl Storz) with a 3.7 mm diameter instrument channel. As shown in Figure 3, the probe could pass through the 
sharply-bent entry port of the instrument channel and perform a series of angulations along with the video endoscope. 
Also, we could retract the probe from the instrument channel uneventfully. 
 

 

Figure 3. Photos of a clinical video endoscope (a) and the catheter-based PAE probe positioned projecting from the 
3.7-mm instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope (b). 
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Thus, in a real human imaging experiment, we can adjust the longitudinal position of the probe once it comes out 
through the exit port of the video endoscope. We can approach target organ by performing angulations of the video 
endoscope and start to record B-scan images with a frame rate of 5 Hz. 

3.3. In vivo demonstration 
To demonstrate the system’s in vivo imaging capability, we imaged the upper esophagus of a New Zealand white rabbits 
(~4 kg, Harlan Laboratories). Since the diameter (~13 mm) of the video endoscope is much larger than the typical 
diameter (~5 mm) of a rabbit’s esophagus, we utilized only the PAE probe for this experiment. After the anesthesia of 
the animal and setting up necessary devices for the maintenance of anesthesia, we placed the rabbit on an inclined stage 
(~10°) in supine position and inject water into the esophagus for acoustic coupling. We then inserted the endoscopic 
probe through the mouth, advanced it approximately 25 cm (to the point at which the probe could no longer be gently 
advanced), and performed a pullback C-scan over a ~6 cm range during constant pullback translation of the probe by a 
motorized translation stage at a speed of ~150 µm/s, which yields a longitudinal spacing of ~30 µm. Throughout the 
experiment, the rabbit’s anesthesia level and vital signs were continuously monitored. After the experiment, the rabbit 
was euthanized by an overdose of sodium pentobarbital (150 mg/kg) injected in the marginal ear vein. More detailed 
experimental procedures are fully described in ref. 50. All procedures in the animal experiments followed the protocol 
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Washington University in St. Louis.  
 
In Figure 4, we present representative B-scan images acquired from the animal, with a field-of-view (FOV) of 160° and 
a 5.4 mm imaging depth. Since the PA A-line raw data includes negative values, i.e., they are bipolar, we applied the 
Hilbert transform to extract the envelope of the signal, and we present the Hilbert-transformed images on a logarithmic 
color scale to more clearly show the image structures at large depths. As shown in the B-scan images, the endoscope 
could provide cross-sectional images showing the entire wall of the esophagus (typical thickness: ~400–600 µm) and 
other structures, such as blood vessels (the arrows), distributed around the esophagus. However, due to the mismatch 
between the laser illumination and acoustic detection, we could not detect signals when the probe’s distance to the 
esophageal surface increased beyond approximately more than 1.5 mm (see the dotted lines). This result implies that the 
endoscope must used in direct contact mode, or nearly so. 
 

 

Figure 4. Representative PAE B-scan images of a rabbit esophagus acquired in vivo, shown on a logarithmic color scale. 
The images cover an ~14 mm diameter (i.e., ~5.4 mm radial imaging depth) and ~160° angular FOV. The left-hand side 
and lower portion of each image correspond to the left and the dorsal sides of the animal, respectively. BS, bounceback 
signals; BV, blood vessel; EW, esophageal wall. 

Using the acquired C-scan data, we also tried to produce a radial maximum amplitude projection or a volumetric image. 
However, we could not acquire decipherable images because the nonuniform rotational distortion was very serious.  
This distortion did not occur with the previous micromotor-based endoscopes [45, 47]. 
 

4. DISCUSSION 

In this study, we developed the first fully-sheathed, flexible shaft-based PA endoscope, with a 3.2 mm diameter and 2.5-
m long catheter section. The endoscope can be utilized in the 3.7-mm diameter instrument channel of a standard clinical 
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video endoscope. By employing a mechanical source installed at the proximal part of the imaging probe, we could 
greatly reduce the rigid distal section length of the imaging probe, to ~16 mm, about two times shorter than in previous 
micromotor-based endoscopic probes [45, 47]. And, for the prototype imaging system, we achieved a B-scan imaging 
speed of 5 Hz, which could be further improved by employing a more powerful motor. We quantified the imaging 
performance of the system and demonstrated its intra-instrument channel workability and in vivo imaging capability.  

To make the catheter-based PA endoscope more clinically useful, we recognize that the system needs to be improved in 
several aspects. The most important task is to increase the illumination angle to make the laser beam overlap the 
imaging plane of the transducer more closely. Thus, the dead signal zone shown in Figure 4 will disappear. The second 
improvement is to develop a new probe with a medical balloon [12, 13, 53, 54] to improve the acoustic coupling 
efficiency between the probe and target tissue. In addition, we are considering how to implement a dual wavelength-
based catheter endoscopic system for sO2 measurement, and to increase the probe’s flexibility and scanning speed. If the 
imaging speed can be improved to a real-time image frame rate (typically ~30 Hz) and the catheter probe can be 
combined with a balloon, volumetric images can be acquired without motion artifacts. Last, we recently demonstrated 
the feasibility of optical-resolution photoacoustic endomicroscopy using a built-in scanning mirror and micromotor-
based mechanical scanning mechanism [60], and we will seek to extend this method to a new catheter-based PA 
endoscope. The optical focusing would increase the spatial resolution for imaging microvasculature. 

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, we showed the feasibility of a catheter-based photoacoustic endoscope system by implementing a 
prototype PAE system that has a 3.2-mm diameter and 2.5-m long catheter section. With the prototype, we achieved a 
B-scan frame rate of ~5 Hz and an A-line acquisition rate of 2 kHz. We demonstrated its endoscopic imaging ability 
through an in vivo rabbit esophagus imaging experiment. Most notably, the 3.2-mm diameter catheter was small enough 
to pass through the 3.7-mm diameter of a standard instrument channel in a clinical video endoscope. With this 
endoscope, we will progress to a proposed Barrett’s esophagus imaging study. 
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